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In this book you will find  

50 words about animals, which are  

living things just like you. There are lots 

and lots of different kinds. Keep reading 

to find out about some of the most 

interesting animals on Earth.

Note to Grown-ups

Learning lots of new words is a wonderful aid for young 
children’s language development. A wide vocabulary 

also helps children to explore and understand the world 
around them as they grow and learn. Reading the  

words while looking at the pictures together creates  
a valuable learning experience.

This book includes new words as well as familiar ones. 
Even grown-ups might not know some of the words,  

and there is a pronunciation guide at the  
end of the book to help.



Baby birds, like 
this chick, hatch 
from eggseggs laid by 

their mother.

All birds are 
covered  

in feathersfeathers. 
This one is a 

hummingbirdhummingbird.

BirdsBirds are animals that have:

two legs

two wingswings

a beakbeak



 . . . and are covered 
in scalesscales,  like this 

goldfishgoldfish.

Fish breathe 
through gillsgills.

 . . . and a 
tailtail . . .

Most fish  
have finsfins . . .

FishFish are  
animals. They live 

underwater.


